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Greetings "Daffodillians", 

We had two successful bulb sales this year that totaled 

$1729.00 This could not have happened without the 

sweat, labor, and maybe tears, of dedicated members. 

Being a state-wide club, it was gratifying to see that 

members from Madison, Scottsburg, Bloomington, 

Brooklyn, Plainfield, and Fishers, had unselfishly 

provided bulbs. Any particular locale not mentioned is 

an oversight on my part and we extend a big thank you 

to you all! The funds raised ensure that we can 

continue with our 1998 Show; provide for a new Club 

Challenge Bulb; and continue with some of our 

benevolent/educational works. 

The sale is not only a fundraiser, it is our chance for 

exposure with the general public. We did manage to 

gain a few new members, who hopefully will develop 

`yellow fever' spreading the gospel of Narcissus. I 

enjoy working with people who are just starting, or who 

want something new or exotic. It is to be hoped that if 

we sell them blooming bulbs they will return. I know 

of several returning customers. The sale is also an 

excellent way to learn about cultivars we do not grow, 

since some of the members who grew the bulb are there 

to answer questions concerning the 'unknown,' 

especially when some of the names are so alluring. 

The sale can also be a source of developing the virtue of 

restraint for those of us who think we need everything 

and lose sight of any objectives we may have had in 

growing daffodils. 

I assume at this time we are all anxiously awaiting those 

bulbs we have ordered via catalogues, have our beds 

prepared (ha-ha), have our labels made, and our maps 

ready, for an organized planting season. Is it not great 

to be such a dreamer? 

I have dug three old beds consisting of about 100-some 

cultivars this season. Some of the bulbs were not happy 

after four years and so I am in the process of opening 

new ground in what I would think is near-perfect 

conditions. I will never understand how cultivars of the 

same division can be unhappy when others just seem to 

thrive. Members who have been growing longer than 

I would like to know the answer to this eternal 

question, also. 

Consider this your reminder (no post card) for the 

October 11th meeting which will be busy with a 

presentation by Shelly Mitchell of the Zoological 

Society concerning the exciting 'White River Garden' 

project, election of new officers for the 1998/1999 

term, club bulb distribution, and of course a bulb/plant 

exchange. It is wise to arrive earlier than the 1:00 

starting time so you can have time to visit. 

See you soon, and for those members who are unable to 

attend, see you in March! 
_ _ 	 
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1997 Daffodil Calendar 	Methods to the Madness 
-'by Suzy Wert and Jeanne Clarke 

Sat., October 11 
	

1:00 Meeting, Nora Library 
• Club Bulb Distribution 

• Bulb/Plant Exchange 
• Dues Collection 

• Guest speaker Shelly Mitchell 'White River Garden' 

1998 Daffodil Calendar 

April 9-11 	ADS Convention &National Show 

Richmond, VA 

April 12-19 	 ADS Trip to England 

April 16 	New! IDS Tour of Member's Gardens 

April 23-24 	 New Dates! 

New Days of the week! 

IDS Daffodil Show 

May 1, 2, 3 (tentative) 	 Holliday Park 

IDS Display for Orchard in Bloom. A daffodil display, 

using cut flowers. This is a three day event, the display 

would be a small 8 foot x 8 footgarden. More details call 

Joe Hamm, or we will discuss at the October meeting. 

In my mind, Saturdays are for working in the yard, not 
for getting dressed up in the middle of the day! Maybe 
others felt the same way, because it we had a poorly 
attended August meeting. A shame, really, because the 
meeting was filled with all kinds of tips and tricks, not 
only for daffodil gardening, but gardening in general. 
Here are some goo nes Jeanne Clarke wrote down 
for us: 

• IDS Treasurer Barbara Sinders suggests 
ge mg out the electric hedge clippers or weed eater to 
trim the tops off perennials and other spent plants after 
blooming. 

• President Joe Hamm's favorite tool is a blunt, 
squared spade, then a two-way trowel-fork. One has 
inches marked on it. 

• Chuck Schad likes his "thistle-fork", an 
oversized dandelion fork for digging bulbs, rouging 
bulbs and of course, digging out dandelions. 

• Helen Trueblood uses a narrow tile spade -
which she shortens by cutting the blade shorter and 
sharpening it. This so she needn't lift her leg so high -
my own problem with long-bladed spades. 

• Phyllis Vonnegut and Joe Hamm plant 
miniatures and other small bulbs in those plastic open-
weave strawberry baskets which keeps them easy to 
locate. Meijer throws them away. Can't on p. 11 

Canaliculatus 

- by Steve Vinisky, Sherwood,Oregon 	Canaliculatus is considered by some to be a "shy" bloomer. In my experience, 
Canaliculatus must have a baking hot and dry summer. I now remove all the mulch over the tops of the row and 
actually expose part of each bulb. The happily cook until the rains start in September or October and bloom quite 
regularly in the spring. I am not sure about your climate, but I would line them out in rich soil (with at least triple super 
phosphate under the bulbs; this to grow them as large as possible) and grow them for a season in full sun. Remove 
mulch or soil to expose the shoulders and let the sun "bake" the bulbs. I bet you will find they flower with abandon. 
Also, Canaliculatus is one bulb that is superbly suited to pot culture in a cold greenhouse or cold frame. 

.:
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Helen Trueblood says.... 

An Intermediate Ribbon - At Last! 

Since the early days of the ADS, people have been 

concerned about small daffodils having to compete in 

the show venues with standards. They were too large to 

be classified as miniatures, yet unlikely to fare well 

against the standards in competition. Judge Carey 

Quinn wrote of this in an early Journal. Through the 

intervening years many have had this interest and 

written about it - talked about it - had discussions in 

the Board meetings. 

A ho-hum attitude was finally turned around and a 

fresh new outlook toward these little gems developed. 

The reasons are probably threefold: Some hybridizers 

were finding some really good small flowers; they were 

introducing them a modest prices; and there could 

finally be a place for them when the ADS took a stand 

on these 11/2"-3" flowers. 

In 1997, it was decided that ADS-approved shows may 

offer separate classes for Intermediate single-stem and 

three-stem entries. Only Divisions 1-3 and single-

floreted cultivars in Div. 4, 11, & 12 would qualify for 

Intermediate status. I expect in future years that some 

small flowers from the upper divisions will be included 

as Intermediates. 

Now, starting in 1998, ADS shows may offer the new 

Intermediate Ribbon for the best bloom in the 

Intermediate Section. Once again, Only Divisions 1-3 

and single-floreted cultivars in Div. 4, 11, & 12 will 

qualify for Intermediate status. The class or classes will 

be determined by the show schedule. Please look for it. 

Please read it carefully! There is no ADS approved 

intermediate list, instead, Judges are going to decide if 

an entry is an intermediate flower or a poorly grown 

standard. 

Intermediate Quiz 

Sir Winston Churchill, 4 W-O, is a small 

flower. Can I show mine in the new 

Intermediate Class? 

No, It is multi-floreted and shown as a 

standard. 

Unless you are completely new to daffodils, you may be 
growing some Intermediates without knowing it. 
Check your records for some of these more common 
&./or older Intermediates: 

Bambi, 1 W-Y 
Bantam, 2 Y-YRR 
Barbie Doll, 2 W-WWP 
Elf, 2 Y-W 
Everpink, 2 W-P 
Angelic Choir, 3 W-GYY 
Dallas, 3 W-GVVVV 
Dinkie, 3 W-GYR 
Fairy Circle, 3 W-WVVP 
Grace Note, 3 W-GGY 
Grey Lady, 3 W-WWP 
Ruby, 3 W-R 
Verdant Meadow, 3 W-GWW 
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Helen Link's Timely Reminders 

"Daffodil bulbs belong in the ground, not in the 

garage." Now is the time to plant 

the bulbs you got by mail, at the sale, 

or at the August exchange. If your 

schedule is very busy, please make 

the time to get the bulbs planted in 

the ground well before the ground freezes so each has 

time to grow a good root system. 

Incorporating a Daffodil 
Collection into the 

Landscape 

by Sue Dillon, Carmel, Indiana 

the front steps. I continued in this manner with the 

white and yellow bicolor daffodils to the left of the 

drive, the solid yellows next to them, the yellow/red 

combinations on the side of the house, etc. The effect 

this spring was quite smashing as the individual 

cultivars joined with their cousins to make an 

impressive show. 

The bed located next to the front steps is my most 

visible flower bed. I interplanted the pink daffodils 

with soft pink tulips and white pansies. This 

combination was spectacular! When the bulb foliage 

began to die back, the tulips were lifted, the pansies 

removed, each daffodil grouping marked on four sides 

with plant markers and the bed was planted with 

begonias and ageratum. Now that fall is here, the pink 

begonias have been replaced with yellow mums. In 

November, the tulip bulbs will go back into the bed 

ready for next spring. 

My love affair with daffodils began when I stumbled 

into the annual daffodil show quite by accident on my 

way to a meeting at the Extension office. I couldn't 

believe what my eyes were seeing! Until then I had 

thought that all daffodils were yellow! I whipped out 

my five dollars and became a member as fast as I 

could. Then the learning and the collecting began. 

My early collection was planted in a manner that didn't 

meet even the most basic landscape design principles. 

Last year my collection jumped from 90 to 160 

cultivars and it was time to get some order. 

The majority of my cultivars consisted of 3-5 bulbs 

each that would make a rather puny show by 

themselves. To increase their effect in the landscape I 

decided to group the daffodils according to color. I put 

all my white cultivars in the shade garden to the right 

of my drive where the hostas and ferns would hide the 

fading daffodil foliage. In addition, I grouped the 

cultivars by divisions so that there would be a 

consistence of blooms. My pinks wrapped around the 

parking space with my favorite pinks being planted 

where they would show off the best in the bed next to 

A border of woodland wildflowers across from the 

living room window has been naturalized with white 

Thalia. These are planted with Virginia Bluebells in a 

large hosta bed. There are numerous blue woodland 

phlox in front and white azaleas behind. The result 

was stunning. Since this combination blooms rather 

late, I'm considering extending the season by 

interplanting the area with an early blooming Division 

1 (trumpet) cultivar. 

While it is fun to collect and show daffodils, it is 

important to me for them to be a part of my total 

landscape. This planting scheme achieves that goal and 

I still have plenty of room to add lots more cultivars. 

My patio is 

antique wrought 

the 	perfect 

assortment of 

daffodils that are 

binations 	of 

were interplanted 

andyellow 

effect. 

bordered by an 

iron fence that is 

background for an 

special 	small 

mostly 	com- 

yellow. These 

with small purple 
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IDS Miscellany 
-by Joe Hamm 

111.91,11,  

From Indianapolis: 

Guy Pahud 

9075 Cholla Rd. 

Ralph and Patt Devald 

6939 Fairwood Dr. 

From Outside Indianapolis: 

Linda David 

Bloomington 

Kentucky: 

Mary Noel Zirn Held 

Louisville 

Dana McConachie 

Louisville 

William and Patricia Evans 

Louisville 
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Good News 

Members Sara Kinne, Joe Polanka and Judy Vaught are 

recouping at their homes due to various illnesses. We're 

always a little wilted when our friends are not perky. 

October 

Distribution of the Club Challenge Bulb Bright 

Candle', 2 Y-R, will be at the October 11th meeting. 

Paid members as of the April show are eligible for a 

bulb. If you have not paid for postage, see insert sheet 

in the 1997 directory, or make arrangements with 

someone to pick up your bulb. We will not be 

contacting you on an individual basis. Those wishing 

to purchase additional bulbs will be on a first come -

first served basis, allowing for one additional bulb, if 

available. The exact number of surplus bulbs will not 

be known until distrbution at the October 11th 

meeting. 

1998 Programs 

The Board will be meeting in November to establish 

the 1998 calendar. Anyone is welcome to attend, as 

these are not closed meetings. If you have any thoughts 

on what you would like to happen at the March, June, 

August and October meetings, we are open to your 

desires. 

This November planning meeting is also the time to 

bring any proposed Club Projects Wor bulb requests 

for schools or other not-for-profit organizations to the 

Board for consideration. Planning in advance allows 

for a better impact and improved relationship with the 

recipient. As a club, it is difficult to accommodate 

people wanting bulbs on a last minute basis. 

We need your input! Call Joe Hamm (317-293-3381) 

later in the month of October for the date and venue of the 

Board meeting. 

Dues 

Some find the October meeting the most convenient 

time to pay dues. If not, we have accommodated you 

with a tear out sheet if you wish to pay by mail. The 

$5.00 per person dues are extremely reasonable and 

remain low only by virtue of our bulb sales. 

Please report any address changes, telephone prefix 

changes, or other related information for the 1998 

Directory to the Corresponding Secretary, Mary Higgs. 

New IDS Members - Welcome! 

Please offer a warm welcome and introduce 

yourself to our new IDS members at the next 

meeting: 
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Favoritism in Triandrus Daffodils 

-by Libby Frey, Bloomington, IN 

 

  

I have developed strong personal preferences toward certain cultivars over the years in all divisions of 
daffodils. One can call them favorites, defining the word "favorite" as a daffodil I could not live without! 

Perhaps I should begin with the genus Triandrus since my supreme favorite daffodil is 

Saberwing, 5W-GWW; whose blooming I anticipate with great joy each Spring. I have distributed it around the 

daffodil garden and this has proved wise for it has done better at one certain site than the others, increasing its number 
of blooms to almost the point of being floriferous and producing larger blooms, many with two blooms per stem. 

Saberwing is lyrical and supremely elegant in form, producing nearly all show quality blooms of heavy substance that 

makes them long-lasting and weather resistant! What more can one ask? 

Triandrus Jingle Bells, 5 kv-y, is a late bloomer ( 5) with 2 to 3, and occasionally 4 blooms per stem. A true show flower 

in all respects, a prolific bloomer, and a heavenly sight as a clump in the garden or in a bowl to enjoy in the home. 

Ringing Bells, 5W-W, is a close third — as Elise Havens says, it is "extremely floriferous" and deliciously fragrant with 

an ethereal quality in a vase of three where the many florets create a massed but graceful effect. 

Sunday Chimes, 5 W-W, is a pinnacle of perfection of the hybridizers art, but has never bloomed well for me, while Ice 

Wings, 5 W-W comparable in form, is also a show flower, a good bloomer, and can be naturalized. I particularly love 

these two cultivars for they are strongly reflexed like N triandrus which I have never been able to grow for more than 

one season. 

Another all-white gem is Moonshine, 5W-W, which I received from Helen Link in 1979. If it is the Moonshine I still 

have (I would like it confirmed) it is a DeGraaf hybrid registered in 1927 and quite as prolific as Thalia though much 

finer in form, substance, and texture. 

Everyone must admire Akejoa, 5 W-P, and I have seen it grown to perfection in Helen Link's garden, and shown by her 

in a vase of three with two perfect blooms per stem, but it has performed poorly for me. I dug the remnants of two 

Akepas up this Spring to find what was wrong and found both (at different sites) had been heavily damaged by mole* 

tunneling and reduced to nubbins. (*More on moles page 10). 

There are many prolific-blooming triandrus cultivars that I grow both in the Trial Garden at Hilltop Garden-Nature 

Center and in my own home garden that produce sufficient show flowers to earn a plethora of blue ribbons. Among 

the all yellows, Piculet, an intermediate, has exceptional productivity of show blooms, and Lemon Drops and Liberty 

Bells, much larger in size, always have their share and do well on the show table. 

Honey Guide, 5Y-Y, is a pleasing shade of yellow with several blooms of good substance on a stem. It is especially 

valuable because it comes at the end of the daffodil season. Stint, 5Y-Y, is another prolific yellow, but does not have 

as high quality show flower. 

Merry Bells, 5 W-W will always be a favorite for its form with pinched petals is unique. It may need some grooming, 

but it's a charmer and can be a winner. 
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Favoritism in Triandrus Daffodils

-by Libb1, Frey, B/oomington,IN

have developed strong personal preferences toward certain cultivars over the years in all divisions of
daffodils. One can call them favorites, defining the word "favorite" as a daffodil I could not live withoutl

Perhaps I should begin with the genus Tri.andrus since my supreme favorite daffodil is

Saberwing, SW-GWW whose blooming I anticipate with great joy each Spring. I irave distributed it around the

daffodil garden and this has proved wise for it has done better at one certain site than the others, increasing its number

of blooms to almost the point of being floriferous and producing larger blooms, many with two blooms per stem.

Saberwing is lyrical and supremely elegant in form, producing neariy a-11 show quality biooms of hear'y substance that

makes them long-lasting and weather resistantl What more can one ask?

TriaodrusJingle Bells, 5 W-Y rs a late bloomer ( 5) with 2 to 3, and occasionally 4 blooms per stem. A true show flower

in all respects, a prolific bloomer, and a heavenly sight as a clump in the garden or in a bowl to enjoy in the home.

RingingBells, SW-W, is a close third - as Elise Havens says, it is "extremely floriferous" and deliciously fragrant with
an ethereal quality in a vase of three where the many florets create a massed but graceful effect"

Sunday Chimes, 5 W-W, is a pinnacle of perfection of the hybridizers art, but has never bloomed well for me, while lre
Wings,5 W-W, comparable in form, is also a show flower, a good bloomer, and can be naturalized. I particularly love

these two cultivars for they are strongly reflexed like l/. tri.andrus which I have never been able to grow for more than

one season.

Another all-white gem is Moonshine, 5 W-W, which I received from Helen Link in 1979 . If it is the Moonshine I sttll
have (I would like it confirmed) it is a DeGraaf hybrid registeredin 1927 and quite as prolific as Thalia though much

frner in form, substance, and texture .

Everyone must admire -,4i epa, 5 W-P, and I have seen it grown to perfection in Helen Link's garden, and shown by her

in a vase of three with two perfect blooms per stem, but it has performed poody for me. I dug the remnants of fwo
,lkepas up this Spring to find what was wrong and found both (at different sites) had been heavi-1y damaged by mole*

tunneling and reduced to nubbins. (*More on moles page 10).

There are many prolific-blooming triandrus cultivars that I grow both in the Trial Garden at Hilitop Garden-Nature
Center and in my own home garden that produce sufficient show flowers to earn a piethora of blue ribbons. Among
the all yellows, Piculet, an intermediate, has exceptional productivity of show blooms, and Lemon Drops and Liberty
Bells, much larger in size, always have their share and do well on the show table.

Honey Guide,5lz-Y is a pleasing shade of yellow with several blooms of good substance on a stem. It is espe cially
vaiuable because it comes at the end of the daffodil season. Stint, SY-Y is another prolific yellow, but does not have

as high quality show flower.

Merry Bells, 5 W-W, will always be a favorite for its form with pinched petals is unique. It may need some grooming,
but it's a charmer and can be a winner,
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M
ost gardeners are familiar with the 
USDA Plant Hardiness Zone Map. 
By using the map to find the zone in 
which you live, you are able to 

determine which plants will "winter over" in your 
garden and survive for many years. That map was first 
published in 1960 and subsequently updated in 1990. 
Nearly all American references, books, magazines, 
catalogs describe plants using the USDA Hardiness 
Zones. 

Cold, though isn't the only factor determining whether 
our plants flourish. Heat, particularly during periods of 
drought, is becoming a more significant factor on the 
health and vigor of our plants, and the AHS has 
devised a Plant Heat-Zone Map to assist gardeners in 
determining which plants do best in their areas. 

The effects of heat damage on daffodils may show up 
as withered flower buds, drooping leaves, and lack of 
substance, as well as being more tender and attractive 
to insect pests. 

The 12 zones of the map indicate the average number 
of days each year that a given region experiences "heat 
days" — temperatures over 86 degrees. That is the 
point at which plants begin to suffer physiologically. 

Zones range from Zone 1 (0 heat days) to Zone 12 
(210 heat days). 

In coming months, you will see the heat-zone 
designation joining the hardiness designations in 
reference books and catalogs. On each plant there will 
be four numbers. For example, a daffodil may be 3-8, 
8-1. If you live in USDA Zone 5 and AHS Zone 6, 
you will know that you can grow your daffodils outside 
all year-round. An English wallflower may be 5-8, 6-1. 
It is cold-hardy, but can't tolerate extreme heat. 

It will take several years for the majority of our garden 
plants to be coded. After almost 40 years, they are still 
fine-tuning the Hardiness Map. 

The AHS Plant Heat-Zone ratings assume adequate 
water is supplied to the roots of the plants at all times. 
Heat damage is always linked to an insufficient amount 
of water being available to the plant. Herbaceous plants 
are 80-90 percent water, and plant tissues must contain 
enough water to remain turgid. 

There are other factors that can cause stress and skew 
the heat-zone rating. Call the AHS at (703) 768-5700 
or e-mail gardenahs@aol.com  and ask about their 
Plant Heat-Zone Resource Bulletin. 
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which you live, you are able to

determine which plants will "winter over" in your
garden and survive for many years. That map was first
published in 1960 and subsequently updated in 1990.

Nearly ali American references, books, magazines,

catalogs describe plants using the USDA Hardiness

Zones.

Cold, though isn't the oniy factor determining whether
our plants flourish. Heat, particularly during periods of
drought, is becoming a more significant factor on the

health and vigor of our piants, and the AHS has

devised a Plant Heat-Zone Map to assist gardeners in
determining which plants do best in their areas.

The effects of heat damage on daffodils may show up
as withered flower buds, drooping 1e aves, and lack of
substance, as well as being more tender and attractive

to insect pests.

The 12 zones of the map indicate the average number
ofdays each year that a given region experiences "heat

days" - temperatures over 86 degrees. That is the

point at which plants begin to suffer physiologically.

Zones range from Zone 1- (0 heat days) to Zone 1-2

(210 heat days).

In coming months, you will see the heat-zote
designation joining the hardiness designations in
reference books and catalogs. On each plant there will
be four numbers. For example, a daffodil may be 3-8,

B-1. if you live in USDA Zone 5 and AHS Zone 6,

you will know that you can grow your daffodils outside

all year-round. An English wallflower may be 5-8, 6-1.
It is cold-hardy, but can't tolerate extreme heat.

It will take severaL years for the majority of our garden

plants to be coded. After almost 40 years, they are stiil
fine-tuning the Hardiness Map.

The AHS Plant Heat-Zone ratings assume adequate

water is supplied to the roots of the plants at all times.

Heat damage is always iinked to an insufficient amount
of water being available to the p1ant. Herbaceous plants

are 80-90 percent water, and plant tissues must contain
enough water to remain turgid.

There are other factors that can cause stress and skew

the heat-zone rating. Ca1l the AHS at (703) 768-5700
or e-mail gardenahs@aol.com and ask about their
Plant Heat-Zone Resource Bu11etin.
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It seems we grow mainly English, Irish and American-
bred varieties here in Indiana and there simply isn't 
much competition in the Down Under Class in our 
show. But that may change if the current Down Under 
craze sweeping America makes its way to Indiana. 

Everybody who is anybody is importing from the 
Southern Hemisphere. So if the Australian and New 
Zealand-bred varieties are still just a bunch of weird 
names to you, but if you've always had a yen to grow 
"Hugh Didit", "Hitch-hiker", and "Head Hunt" instead 
of the more evocative and melodious Misty Glen, 
Ringing Bells and December Bride, then "Goforit"! 

"Turn Around" means to adjust bulbs from the 
Southern Hemisphere to the Northern Hemisphere. 
Both bloom schedule and size are affected by the bulb's 
trip halfway around the world. Although it's possible 
to refrigerate bulbs until fall, standard bulbs are less 
likely to succumb to drying out, rot, and plain 
forgetfulness if planted as soon as received. 

The object of the game of "Turn Around" is to have 
bulbs bloom nearly on 
schedule the following 
spring. Then get the 
bloom 'up to size' by 
the second year, and by 	 TERRITORY 

the third year, start 
winning blue ribbons. 

WESTERN AUSTRAL 

Since Australia's spring 
is our fall, you can 
expect foliage to 
emerge anytime from 
1-6 months after a 
February 	planting. 
Linda Wallpe suggests 
water, water, water" to 

keep the bulbs growing as long as possible that first 
summer. If you get a bloom, it won't last long in the 
July/August heat. And keep in mind it is not 
uncommon to have no emergence until the next spring. 

Delving Down Under 
-by Suzy Wert, with special assisstance from 

Kirby Fong, Livermore, CA, and 
Will Ashburner, Langwarrin, Victoria, Australia 

Here is a sample time table for ordering bulbs from 
Down Under: Request catalogues in October. 
Postcards cost 50cC to mail; letters are 60(G. Catalogues 
are $2.00 U.S. cash. 

Orders with payment should be sent in December or 
January. If the catalogue arrives after January, send the 
order as soon as you can after receiving the catalogue. 
Without making a specific shipping request, bulbs 
usually arrive February - April, though it might be as 
late as May. 

Growers in Australia and New Zealand are able to 
accept your personal checks denominated in U.S. 
dollars. To do this, first add up all the costs of the 
bulbs, postage, handling, and certificates in Australian 
or N. Z. dollars. Then add conversion costs to cover 
the grower's cost of depositing a foreign (i.e. American) 
check. Convert the total to U.S. dollars and write your 
check for that amount. 

Conversion rates can be found in the financial section 
of metropolitan newspapers or in the Wall Street 

Journal. In July 1997 the 

INDIAN OCEAN 
	

Australian dollar was 
approx. 73(t U.S., and the 
New Zealand dollar was 

CORAL SEA 	

approximately 66(t, U.S., 
so an Australian 10.00 

QUEENSLAND 	

bulb would only be $7.30 
— a good thing — just 
wait till you see the 
shipping charges, currency 
conversion charges (10.00) 
and the physosanitary 
certificate (38.00) charges 
— all required for overseas 
purchases. The most 
efficient method of getting 
be a buyer's consortium to down under bulbs might 

divide these costs by many people. A very cool list of 
Down Under Growers and their addresses will be 
available at the IDS October meeting. 
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Everybody who is anybody is importing from the

So,-,th"rn-Hemisphere. So if the Australian and New
Zealand-bted varieties are still just a bunch of weird
names to you, but if you've always had a yen to grow
"Hugh piiif', "Hitch-hiker", and "Head Hunt" instead

of tf,. more evocative and melodious Misty Glen'
Ringing Bel1s and December Bride, then "Goforit"!

"Turn Around" means to adjust bulbs from the

Southern Hemisphere to the Northern Hemisphere'
Both bioom schedule and size are affected by the bulb's

trip halfway around the world' Although it's possible
to refrigerate bulbs until fal1, standard bulbs are less

likely to succumb to drying out, rot, and plain
forgetfulness ifplanted as soon as received'

The object of the game of "Turn Around" is to have

Here is a sample time table for ordering bulbs from
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order as soon as you can after receiving the catalogue'
Without making a specific shipping request, bulbs
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accept your Personal checks denominated in U'S'
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Some good cultivars from down under that are already 	Do they go out of their way to find odd names? 

winning shows in the U.S. but not readily available are: 

Misquote, 1 Y-Y 
Lady Diana, 2 W-W 
Redlands Too, 2 Y-R 
Florence Joy, 2 W-W 
Springston Charm, 2 W-W 
Capree Elizabeth, 2 Y-P 
Twilight Zone, 2 YW-WWY 
Nynja, 2Y-Y 
Riddle-Diddle , 5W-W 
Angel O'Music, 5Y-Y 

Fortescue, 4 W-R 
Rheban Red, 2 Y-O 
Abracadabra, 6 Y-Y 
Voodoo, 6 Y-Y 
Red Ember, 3 Y-R 
Kurrewa, 1W-W 
Tru, 3W-WWY 
Goforit, 2 Y-O 
Blitz, lla W-Y 
Fenben, 7 Y-Y 

Ah Gee 
	

Ruddynosey 
Winkipop 
	

Overdraft 
Ragbag 
	

Giddygert 
Think-o-Me 
	

Bezza-babe 
Smarple 
	

Snook 
Gawkabout 
	

Boastabout 
Bragabout 
	

Gargleblaster 

Wonder if 'Snaggletooth', `Mother-in-Law', 
and 'Repo-Man' have been registered yet? 

Australian Humor 

Down Under Quiz 
Name the following that are not Down Under cultivars 

What would you get if you crossed "Odin" with "Wild 
Women"? 
— "Squabble", of course (Glenbrook 1996/97 release) 

Shortcut to Australia 

If you dig a hole in your Indiana garden, straight down 
through the center of the earth, you won't end up in 
China; you'll end up just south of the state of Western 
Australia in the Great Australian Bight. Take a life 
jacket, a bight is "a bend-shaped bay of water." 

Tinkerbell 
	

Ocean Mist 

Moondancer 
	

Honey Gem 

Canterbury Fair 
	

Lemon Mist 

Highfield Beauty 
	

Zulu 

Morning Light 
	

Impeccable 

answers to quiz appear elsewhere in this issue 

Hot off the Press - 1997 Tasmanian Fall Daffodil Show Results 
Ulverstone - 4th Sept., 1997 
Grand Champion - Broadfield's Daffodils 
1 Y-Y Craig x Comal (Broadfield) 
Reserve Champion - Broadfield's Daffodils 
2 Y-Y Impeccable (Jackson) 

Claremont - 6th Sept., 1997 
Grand Champion - Don Bulinan, 2 Y-R Goforit (Jackson) 
Open Champion - Ian Norman, Bundy 1 W-P 

Wynyard - 13th Sept., 1997 
Grand Champion - Glenbrook Bulb Farm 
1 Y-Y 59/91 (Dream Prince x Wild Women) 
Reserve Grand Champion - Broadfield's Daffodils 
1 W-P Pink Belladonna (Tongs) 

Westbury - 13th Sept., 1997 
Grand Champion - D. Tongs 
1 W-W Seedling Pontes x Chaos (Tongs) 

Reserve Grand Champion - Broadfield's Daffodils 
4 W-P Tasrose (Jackson) 

Sheffield - 18th Sept., 1997 
Grand Champion - Radcliffs Daffodils 
2 Y-R 18/97 (Redlands Too seedling) (Radcliff) 
Reserve Champion - Radcliffs Daffodils, Impeccable, 2Y-Y 

Ed note: Impeccable is $75.00 from Mitsch Daffodils 

Launceston - 19th-21st. Sept., 1997 
Grand Champion - Jacksons Daffodils, 1 Y-Y - Paean 
Grand Champion - Don Bulman, 2 W-P 534 
Open Champion - Jacksons Daffodils, 2 W-W - Kurrewa 
Open Amateur Champion - LHS Trophy - Ian Norman 
1 W-Y - Mareeba 
Restricted Champion Daffodil - D. Pyke, 1 W-P - Pink 
Belladonna 
Novice Champion Daffodil - Jessica Pyke, 2 Y-Y - Nynja 
Champion Miniature of the Show - Broadfield's Daffodils 
Angel's Whisper, 5 Y-Y 
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Some good cultivars from down under that are already

winning shows in the U.S. but not readily a','ailable are:

N{isquote, 1 Y-Y Fortescue, 4 W-R
L:idy Diana, 2 W-W Rheban Red, 2 Y-O
Redlands Too,2 Y-R Abracadabra, 6 Y-Y
Florence Joy, 2 W-W Voodoo, 6 Y-Y
Springston Charm,2 W-W Red Ember,3 Y-R
Capree Elizabeth, 2Y-P Kurrewa, 1W-W
Twilight Zone, 2 Y1A/-\A,lMY Tru, 3W-WWY
Nynja,2Y-Y Goforit,2 Y-O
Riddie-Diddle ,5W-W B1itz, 11a W-Y
Angel O'Music, 5Y-Y Fenben, 7 Y-Y

Down Under Quiz
Nanre thc t'ollowing tlrat .arc not Down Undcr crrltivars

Tinkerbelli:
Moondancer
Canterbury Fair
Highfield Beaury.

Morning l,;iqht

I Ocean Mist
Honey Gem

: Lemon Mist
ZuIu
Impeccable

ansners to quiz appear elseuherc in this issue

Do theygo out of their waylo find odd names?

Ah Gee

Winkipop
Ragbag
Think-o-Me
Smarple
Gawkabout
Bragabout

Ruddynosey
Overdraft
Giddygert.
Bezza-babe
Snook
Boastabout
Gargleblaster

Wonder if 'Snaggletooth','Mother-in-Law',

and 'Repo-Man' have been registeredyet?

Australian Humor
What u,ould you get if you crossed "Odin" wrth "Wiid
Women")
- "Squabb/e", oif course (Glenboo| 1996/97 re/ease)

Shortcut to Australia
If vor-r dig a hole in your Indiana garden, straight down
through the center of the e arth, you won't end up in
China; you'11 end up just south of the state of Western

Austra-lia in the Great Austra-lian Bight. Take a iife
jacket, a bight is "a bend-shaped bay of water""

Itesen,c Crand Charnpion - Broadfielc-l's Daflbdils
.1 W-P Tasrose (Jackson)

Shelfield - l8th Sept., 1997
(lrand Champrion - Radclifi.s Daflbdils
)Y-R 18/97 (Re,tllands Zr seedling) (Radclifl)
Resenc Chanrpion - Radclifls Daffodils, Impeccable,2y-y

Etl n,tte; Impeccable is $75.0AJrcm Mitsch DalJidil:

Laulceston - l9t[r-21st. Sept., 1997
Grand Chiurrpion - Jacksons Daflbdils, lY-Y - paean

Grancl Clrarrrpion - Don Br:lrrian, 2W-P 534
C)pen Clrrunpion - Jacksons D#fodils, 2 W-W - Kurretua
C)1>cn Arnatetrr Clriunpion - LHS Troph_v - ]an Norrran
I W-Y * Mareeba

Restricted Chiurrpion Dafibdil - D. Pyke, IW-p - pink

Belladonna

Novice Clranrpiorr Dafibdil - Jessica l)vke, 2 Y-Y - Nynja
CIrampior.r Nliniature of'the SIro.,v - Broadflcld's Dafibttils
Angels Whi:per,5 Y-Y

Hot off the Press - L997 Tasmanian Fall Daffodil Show Results
IJlverstone - 4th Sept., 1997
Clrand Charnpion - Broadfield's Dafibclils
I Y-Y Craig x Comal (Broadf\e1<1)

Resen,e Champion - Broadfield's Dafibdils
2 Y-Y Impeccable (Jackson)

Claremont - 6th Sept., 1997
Granil Chunpion - I)on Bulrnan, 2Y-R Gofonr (Jackson)

Open Champion - Ian Norrnan, Bundy tW-p

Wynyard - 13th Sept., 1997
Granil Ch.arnpion - Clenbrook Buib Farnr

1Y-Y 59/91 (Dream Prince x Wild Wonen)

Resenc Grand Champion - Broadfield's Daflbdils
I W-P Pink Belladonza (Tongs)

Westbury - 13th Sept., 1997
Grand Chzunpion - D.'longs
1 W-W Seedling Pontes x Chaos ('I'ongs)
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On Moles 

-by Libby Frey, Bloomington, IN 

I believe that moles by destroying roots and 
disarranging and dislocating bulbs can be a very 
destructive force to daffodils when grown in an open 
field like I do. I has always hoped that deep planting 
would take care of moles, but this is not necessarily so 
as they dig really deep when creating the big piles of 
dirt they scatter about on the surface. The moles, of 
course, have tunneled in the field adjacent to the 
daffodil bed to the extent that it is soft and spongy 
underfoot. 

Moles become very active after rains when soil is easier 
to dig and I have seen them tunnel straight down a row 
of bulbs which I have newly planted. Obviously it is 
easier to tunnel ground that has just been cultivated! I 
found a large clump of Swift Arrow that had been the 
glory of my early spring bloom almost totally destroyed 
by moles when I came to dig it up in June (what was 
there was rootless, wizened, and dry) and Triple Crown, 
farther on in the same row was similarly damaged. I 
now fully appreciate the havoc moles can and have 
wreaked in my daffodil garden since last Fall when the 
eruption of moles in epidemic proportions began. 

Damage to hostas has been equally acute with the 
moles burrowing through the rootstock of sizeable 
clumps up to the surface creating a sizeable hole with 
the leaves being severed where they had been joined to 
the rootstock and lying on the ground of the new hole 
which the moles have made. 

Moles are killed by foxes, dogs and cats, (but not eaten 
because of the repugnant odor) but this doesn't cause a 
dent in the population. 

Moles also have external parasites, mites, fleas, and 
ticks, and internal parasites, tapeworms and 
roundworms, and probably bacterial and viral diseases 
from time to time, so I am praying that they will suffer 
a population crash from one or a combination of these 
afflictions soon. None of the things I have tried, traps, 
Mole-Nots, or a castor bean oil emulsion that I sprayed 
down runways, has worked to a meaningful extent, and 

the latter seemed to stimulate them to greater activity! 
A recent newspaper article on moles said the research 
was lacking on ultrasonic devices (which I was going to 
try next) as to whether they were an effective deterrent. 
So it goes. 

Dressed To A Tee 

Rapture, 6Y-Y, adorns a limited edition 
T-shirt available from the Tuscarora 
Daffodil Group, Chambersburg, PA. 
Rapture, a cyclaminieus hybrid developed 
by Grant Mitsch, is the 1997 Wister Award winner. 

The artistic 8-inch design features two open blooms 
and a bud gracefully surrounded by foliage. A medium 
blue wash background completes the picture. The 
T-shirts are white, 50/50 blend, and are available in M, 
L, and XL sizes for $15.00 and XXL size for $17.00, 
plus $3.00 per shirt for postage. Inquiries and orders 
should be sent to Mrs. Ann Geis, 2038 Pine Grove 
Road, Fayetteville, PA 17222. Please make checks 
payable to the Tuscarora Daffodil Group. 

The shirt will be on display at our October meeting. 

Carolyn Rosenbrock - (765) 785-2958 — Searching 
for Gull, 2W-W, Gull hasn't been in the Mitsch catalog 
for at least two years. 

Tom Walls (812) 988-7571 — Collects daffodils 
registered in 1933. 

Joe Hamm (317) 293-3381 - Collects Historics —
flowers registered pre-1939. 

Suzy Wert - (317) 259-0060 — Seeking miniatures no 
longer available from Mitsch: Zip, Tiny Tot, 
Marionette, and Atom. 

Barbara Sinders - (317) 839-2646— is looking for 
Sabine Hay, 3 O-R 

Members' 

Wish List 

-
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On Moles
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Miniatures in Bloom at Show Time 

Microclimates 
-by Kathleen McAllister, Kearneysville, WV 

In comparison to standard daffodils, the number of 
miniature daffodils to charm and delight the gardener 
is limited. Therefore, the gardener/exhibitor whose 
focus is on entering a miniature collection class often 
becomes frustrated because of being unable to meet the 
requirements because of a lack of blooms. Don't be 
discouraged. 

Unlike the standard daffodils, I have experienced 
Manipulatirig the blooming times of minis by utilizing 
microclimates around the home. Begin by selecting 
miniature varieties with a "good reputation" in your 
locality. "Good doers" grow, bloom, and multiply. 
Order as many as your allowance permits. In Zone 5, 
daffodil gems_such„,„as 'Wee .Bee3„,„&al(Talk, Snipe, 
Stcyford,Hawerd,Pith's Sister, Xit,i7ellowXit, Segovia, 
and if you protect it, ,:iV/innow, as well as the N 
jonquilla species should be "goo-d doers" in the garden. 
Unless a slothful slug chews -On =them or a canine 
companion steps on tham, 80% of blooms are typically 
show worthy when in prime condition. 

To enjoy a longer blooming period, take advantage of 
microclimates around your home by planting bulbs in 
scattered colonies. For example, the northeast or 
northwest side of your house (generally the coldest spot 
that receives only about six hours of sun) is the best 
location for delaying blooms such as Snipe, Small Talk, 
Wee Bee, and Minnow. Unfortunately, at our home, the 
cold spot was the site of damp, heavy clay and required 
amendments for super drainage. 

Plant minis that typically bloom too late for the show 
on the south side of your house. The south-facing 
brick wall encourages varieties such as April Tears, 
Pixie's Sister, and N jonquilla to bloom one to two 
weeks in advance of other plantings of the same variety 
located elsewhere on your property. 

Within a few years, bulbs will multiply. Gently divide 
and replant to increase the colonies scattered in the 
various microclimates. Although this planting strategy 
might take a little thought and more effort, established 
plantings extend the blooming period of miniature 
varieties, and afford the grower miniatures in bloom at 
show time. 

Answers to Quiz 

All the flowers listed are Down Under Cultivars 
except Zulu, which is from the US. See, the names 
aren't all weird! 

Con't from page 2 

Methods to the Madness II 

On Tags and Labels 
• Joe Hamm and Doug Clarke make tags from 

it  discarded Venetian Blind slats cut-to-length. These are 
then written on in indelible ink. 
• Suzy Wert paint the Paw Paw everlast zinc markers 
green to blend in better with her garden. 
• Helen Trueblood (and Emma Hobbs, by the way) 
makes aluminum labels from the mock-ups for printing 
newspapers — just ask your friendly neighborhood 
newspaper. She then writes the essential information in 
wax pencil on the front, threads a wire through a hole, 
and hangs it from a stout wire standard. 
• Helen Link uses sheet metal for labels, cut to 2" x 5" 
then solders #9 wire to the back. These are industrial! 

On Planting Schemes 
• Doug Clarke plants in 4' long parallel rows 
perpendicular to a fence, with tags in front of each 
variety. He also plants in irregular clumps in mixed 
beds. 
• Joe Hamm plants in squares, 1-5 bulbs in a 12" 
square, with a label in the front of each variety. He 
plots this on a grid for his records. 

All agreed that planting informally in clumps was most 
attractive, but that for the collector, planting in rows was 
an ideal way to keep bulbs and names straight. 
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and hangs it from a stout wire standard.
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6299 W. County Road 550 S. 
Coatesville, IN 46121 

Suzy Wert 
Indiana Daffodil Society 
7350 N. Illinois Street 
Iodianapolis, IN 46260 
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Next Meeting Reminder 

Saturday, October 11 at 1:00 p.m. 
Nora Library (Side meeting room) 

Bring: 
Dues 
Bulbs or plants for the exchange 
Sachel for all the goodies you get 
Couple of dollars for any extra items 
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